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Nathaniel Fludd’s life has taken a turn for the worst. With his parents lost at sea, he lands on the
doorstep of a distant cousin—the world’s last remaining beastologist. Soon Nate is whisked off
on his first expedition, to Arabia, where the world’s only phoenix prepares to lay its new egg.
When disaster strikes, Nate quickly finds himself all alone. Will he be able to see the phoenix
safely hatched, keep his accidental pet gremlin out of trouble, and rescue his guardian from the
Bedouin? If he fails, nothing will stand between the world’s mythical creatures and extinction.Too
bad Nate’s not the sort of boy who enjoys adventure . . .yet.

". . . this American author has crafted an exciting tale. Straightforward sentences, chronological
narrative, short chapters and Murphy’s plentiful black-and-white illustrations make this
appropriate for middle-grade readers looking for a series to grow with."--Kirkus
Reviews "LaFevers (the Theodosia books) gets the Nathanial Fludd, Beastologist series off to a
sprightly start with this wry story introducing a 10-year-old orphaned when his parents' airship
crashes in the North Pole in 1928 . . . this quick-paced adventure . . . should entice kids to return
for Nate's next escapade."--Publishers Weekly —About the AuthorR.L. LaFevers lives in
Southern California. Learn more at her website: Kelly Murphy grew up surrounded by swamps
and marshes that she explored with her six other siblings in southern New England. If you'd like
to see more of Kelly's work, please visit www.kelmurphy.com Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneIt was one of the most important moments in
Nathaniel Fludd’s young life, and he was stuck sitting in the corner. Miss Lumpton had promised
him an overnight trip to the city to visit the zoo. Instead, he found himself in a stuffy office with
their suitcases at his feet and his sketchbook in his lap. He’d been given clear instructions not to
listen in on Miss Lumpton’s conversation with the lawyer. The problem was, they sat only three
feet away and the lawyer spoke rather loudly. Nate tried to concentrate on his drawing."Thank
you for coming on such short notice," the lawyer said.Nate drummed his heels on one of the
suitcases to try to drown out the sound of their voices. Miss Lumpton shushed him.He stopped
kicking."You said you had news?" Miss Lumpton asked.The lawyer lowered his voice, and Nate
felt as if his ears grew a bit, straining to hear. "We’ve had word of his parents." Nate’s head
jerked up.Miss Lumpton caught him looking. "Keep drawing," she ordered, then turned back to
the lawyer. Nate kept his eyes glued to the sketchbook in front of him. But even though his pencil
was moving dutifully on the paper, every molecule of his body was focused on the lawyer’s
words."On May twenty-third of this year, the airship Italia crashed on the ice near the North
Pole."Nate’s pencil froze. His body felt hot, then cold. He hadn’t even known his parents were on
an airship.The lawyer continued. "After months of searching, only eight of the sixteen crew have
been found. The boy’s parents were not among them."Miss Lumpton put a hand to her throat.



"So what does that mean, exactly?" Her voice wobbled."It means that, as of this day, September
fifth, 1928, Horatio and Adele Fludd have been declared lost at sea.""I thought you said they
crashed on the ice?" Nate blurted out. Luckily, Miss Lumpton was too busy fishing for her
handkerchief to notice he spoke out of turn."Yes, well, technically, the ice was frozen seawater,"
the lawyer said. "But either way, I’m afraid your parents aren’t coming back." Miss Lumpton
began to cry quietly.Nate hadn’t seen his parents in more than three years. Of course, he’d
missed them horribly when they first left. He’d been comforted only when they promised to send
for him on his eighth birthday."You need a little more time to grow up," his father had said. "When
you’re old enough to travel well and your sense of adventure has developed, we’ll send for you
then."Time had passed. On his eighth birthday, Nate had been excited, but nervous, too. He
wasn’t sure his love of adventure had shown up yet. But his parents’ letter asking him to join
them never showed up, either. "Just as well," Miss Lump-ton had sniffed. "Their job is much too
important to have a youngster tagging along, getting in the way."On his ninth birthday Nate had
been hopeful. Miss Lumpton told him not to be silly. His parents’ work was much too dangerous
for a young boy. Especially a young boy like himself, one who liked quiet walks, reading, and
drawing. Clearly he wasn’t suited to a life of adventure. Nate was a little disappointed—he
thought he had felt the smallest beginning of an adventurous spark.By his tenth birthday, Nate
had buried the memory of his parents and never took it out anymore. Much like a toy he’d
outgrown, he told himself. But the truth was, thinking of them hurt too much.And now he would
never see them again.Miss Lumpton dabbed at her eyes with the handkerchief. "So the poor boy
is all alone in the world?"Nate wished she’d stop crying. It wasn’t her parents who’d been lost at
sea."No, no, my dear Miss Lumpton," the lawyer said. "That is not the case at all. The boy is to
live with a Phil A. Fludd."Miss Lumpton stopped crying. "Phil A. Fludd? Well, who is that, I’d like
to know."The lawyer studied the paper in front of him. "A cousin of the boy’s father. Lives in
Batting-at-the-Flies up in North County."Miss Lumpton sniffed. "Well, what about me?"Suddenly
Nate understood why she’d been crying. She hadn’t been worried about him at all."They’ve left
you a Tidy Sum, Miss Lumpton. You shall not want."Miss Lumpton’s tears disappeared. She sat
up straighter and leaned forward. "How much?"The lawyer told her the amount of money she
wouldreceive. Her cheeks grew pink with pleasure. "Well, that should do very nicely.""In fact," the
lawyer said, "my clerk is holding thefunds for you. If you’d like to check with him when we’re done
—"Miss Lumpton stood up. "I think we’re done."Nate looked at her in surprise. He didn’t think
they were done. He didn’t understand why he couldn’t stay with Miss Lumpton. Why couldn’t
things go on the way they had for the past three years?His governess came over to where he sat
and gave him an awkward pat on the head. "Good luck, dear boy." She grabbed one of the
suitcases and left the room in search of her Tidy Sum.Nate did feel like crying then. Instead, he
blinked quite fast."Now," the lawyer boomed, "we must go, too." He pulled a pocket watch from
his vest and looked at it. "You have a train to catch.""A train?" Nate asked."Yes. Now put that
book of yours away and come along." The lawyer closed his watch with a snap. "Eh, what have
you drawn there?" he asked. "A walrus?""Er, yes." Nate shut the sketchbook quickly, before the



lawyer could recognize himself."Well, do hurry. It wouldn’t do to miss the train. It wouldn’t do at
all." The lawyer came out from behind his desk and grabbed Nate’s suitcase.Nate stood up and
tucked his sketchbook under his arm. The lawyer clamped his hand onto Nate’s shoulder and
steered him out of the office.Nate had to take giant steps to keep up. The train station was only
two blocks away, but Nate was out of breath by the time they got there."All aboard!" the
conductor called out."Here." The lawyer thrust the suitcase at Nate and shoved a ticket into his
hand. "Hurry, boy! They won’t hold the train for you." His voice was gruff and impatient. Nate
wondered if the lawyer would get a Tidy Sum for getting him on the train.Once he was onboard,
Nate hurried to the window to wave goodbye, but the lawyer had already left.Read more
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IngridH, “Sweet, Gentle, Fun!. We found these after listening to (and LOVING) the Theodosia
books. However, we have to skip scary parts in Theodosia because my son is pretty sensitive.
This I read to him straight through. There is some perils, but it’s light and well handled. After we
finished this book last night, my son could. Not. Stop. Talking. About the phoenix egg. The story
opened up a conversation about technology and the Bedouin’s endangered way of life.Also, for
books with a different perspective on camels, absolutely do not miss Kathi Appelt’s Once Upon
a Camel, one of our absolute favorites. (Which is also fantastic on audio.)”

Mary Kate, “Fun Adventure. * My rating is 3.5 stars.*I absolutely love R.L. LaFevers' Theodosia
Throckmorton books. Both Theodosia and the Serpents of Chaos and Theodosia and the Staff
of Osiris have a permanent place on my bookshelf. I pre-ordered Flight of the Phoenix months
ago and have been looking forward to it with great anticipation. Perhaps that anticipation
backfired just a little.I'll admit, in Flight of the Phoenix, I was expecting a male version of
Theodosia with her quirkiness, her wit and resourcefulness - and that's not what I got. However,
that's not a fair basis for a review and I only include the information for others who might have the
same expectations I did.On to the story I did get... :-)Flight of the Phoenix introduces us to
Nathaniel Fludd, a newly orphaned boy who barely knew his always traveling parents and who
has lived a quiet, very ordinary (and rather dull) life with Miss Lumpton, who acted as his de
facto guardian while his parents traveled. In the opening pages, Nate learns that his parents
have been lost at sea and that he will be going to live with an aunt - Philomena Fludd - whom he
has never met and didn't know existed.In short order, Nate arrives at Phil's home, meets a
talking dodo bird and is told to get his things together as he will be accompanying his aunt on
her newest adventure. For that, it turns out, is what Fludd's do; they are adventurers, mapmakers
and beastologists - men and women who study creatures that most of the world thinks are
mythological. And, in Phil's opinion, it is high time Nate joins the family business.Flight of the
Phoenix is a well constructed story with a limited cast of fairly well-drawn characters and
attractive black and white illustrations by Kelly Murphy. Nate is very likable and kids will enjoy
watching him come out of his shell. As is expected with the first volume in a planned series, a
number of foreshadowing plot points were peppered in to start building curiosity and interest in
future entries. I'd love to see LaFevers do more with the historical 1928 time frame and with
background on the settings, both of which I thought were lacking in this story. There's a wealth of
material there and, IMHO, giving readers more in those areas will broaden the appeal of the
series.Flight of the Phoenix is a very fast read and should work well as a read-aloud to children 4
or older and as an early chapter book for kids reading on their own.While I felt Flight of the
Phoenix lacked the magic of the Theodosia books, it was an enjoyable little read and I'll be
sharing it with my grandkids.”



Family of Five, “Great First Chapter Book for Early Readers. My 7-year-old daughter started
reading chapter books because of this book, which came as a part of her Prime Book Club. After
she read it, I bought the rest of the 4-book series on the kindle. Both she and her 9-year-old
brother have read the whole series. And so have I!In addition to the fact that this series has
launched my daughter into reading chapter books, there are several things I like about the
stories and themes.1- Orphaned Nathaniel Fludd, the main character, goes to live with his
relative Phil Fludd, the last beastologist in the family. Phil turns out to be his aunt, and she is
awesome. She is brave and smart and she immediately takes full responsibility for Nathaniel and
also loves him.2- Beastologists are people who protect endangered magical beasts, even at
great cost to themselves. The books include the following beasts: Phoenix, basilisk, wyvern
(dragon), dodo, and unicorn to name a few. You could imagine them protecting real endangered
species throughout the series, and there’s a pretty important angle on protecting them.3- Aunt
Phil has high expectations for Nathaniel. He may be young, but he’s a beastologist in training
and expected to act like one right away. None of the typical theme of adults keeping kids out of
the action. In this case, the responsible adult pushes Nathaniel toward courage and action.4-
Nathaniel discovers and befriends a gremlin named Greaslie. There is a widely held bias against
gremlins, because they live in engines and eat oil. However, there’s a storyline throughout of
Nathaniel’s friendship with Greaslie and the two of them bringing Aunt Phil along and even to a
point of accepting Greaslie and admitting that many of the beasts Aunt Phil protects used to be
considered pests.5- Finally, for any kids who are interested in reading fantasy fiction (like Harry
Potter) later, this is a great introduction to many of the creatures that populate the pages of the
most famous and fun fantasy books they may read up to soon.”

Scottie, “Series Abandoned by Author/Publisher?. My kids, ages 7 and 8 at the time, loved this
series! Perfect for young fantasy enthusiasts who aren't ready for series like Harry
Potter.HOWEVER, you should know that the series is incomplete (and likely to remain so) and
ends with a cliffhanger! I'm giving Flight of the Phoenix 4 stars individually but could just as
easily have given it 1 star based on the fact that I can't actually recommend it.From the author's
2016 blog post:"As for updates, I’m afraid I don’t have any good news on that front. While co
many of you are passionate fans, as of right now, according to my publishers the sales numbers
simply don’t warrant continuing with the books at this time. This breaks my heart, as I had always
planned two more books in the Beastologist series and at least one more Theodosia book.
However, I am also a great believer in never saying never. I do hope to get back to them at some
point—but it will not be in the near future as I have contracted projects that commit my writing
time through 2020.Please know that I would never, ever have ended both series on such a
cliffhanger if I’d had any idea that would be such a time gap before the next books."”

Claire R., “A fun surprise!. I wasn’t sure what to expect with this book but the cover and
description intrigued me! I loved the writing style and the story!”



samantha, “Highly recommended. Lovely book. Enchanting series. Arrived promptly.”

roxane, “8 year old loved it. My son read it over and over again and couldn’t wait to get the next
books”

RRRN, “Lovely book. A right mix between adventury, mistery and fun. I would recommend it from
9 yrs on.The german Edition is being loved at the Moment.”

The book by Pamela S. Turner has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 171 people have provided feedback.
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